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NOT E 

This book in Basic English is 
a first general outline of the questions 
in connection with the building up 
of the intemational picture Language 

. ' JSOTYPE' : International System Of 
TYpogral'hic Picture Education. It will 
give some facts about the relation of 
ISOTYPE to languages generally, about 
some language rules of ISOTYPE, and 
about its international value. 

We arc here giving an idea of the 
possible development of this picture 
language and the field which rna y be 
covered. The system is now ready to be 
used generally in all fields of education-
there is a special need for it at the present 
time. The position is t his: there arc 
a number of attempts being made today 
to make a fuller use of pictures lor 
teaching and advertisement, but there is 
no connection between these attempts. 
Till now no clear-cut selection of good 
rules from among those in general use has 
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been made. Our book gives such a 
selection from the point of view of 
teaching and advertisement-a selection 
which is in hannony with a complete sys
tem for an international picture language. 

Further, till now there has been no 
system for working out such pictures. 
Even geography maps, though based on a 
fixed system of picture rules, do not get 
as much profit as they might from teaching 
experience. Maps arc dependent for their 
form on the work of men of science and 
dcsigners-bu I for putting the two to· 
gether a special expert is needed. This is 
even more important in other fields of 
picture-making. Turning the statements 
of science into pictures is frequently a 
delicate business. and it is not the work 
of a man of science or of a designer. 
Special attention to this process has 
given birth to the ISOTYPE system. Its 
rules are the instruments for putting 
together the work of science and the work 
of design. 

The first step from the statements of 
science to the pictures has a special 
name: ' transformation.' For transform· 
ation as lor designing- the writing of the 
picture language-it is necessary to have 
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not only a knowledge of the rules but 
training in their use. That is why it was 
only possible to make a start with such a 
picture language when an organization 
had been formed in which a j!roup of 
persons of different education had been 
working together for years. The Govern· 
ment of Vienna gave birth to such an 
organization in the form of the " Gesell
schafts·und Wirtschaftsmuseum in Wicn " 
in the year 1925 (which was in existence 
till 1934). .More than ten ye.v~ back 
pictures made by this group of J)!'rsons 
were put before the public for the 
first time. From that time on it has ~en 
working on the development of the 
international picture language ISOTYPE. 
Every new picture is a step forward. A 
gr~at num~r of pictures bas been pro
duced lor a great number of countries. 
The organi7.ation for producing teaching 
pictures is now at The Hague. To give a 
further impulse to these tendencies and to 
ma.ke clear the new sort or education for 
which these pictures are a base, a specio.l 
international organization has been formed: 
the INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION 
FOR THE PROMOTION OF VISUAL 
EDUCATION BY THE ISOTYPE 
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METHOD (President : M. L. Flcdderus) 
with its head office at The Hague. 

A number of persons have given their 
support to the building up of the system ; 
some of them are working together today 
as the chief group in the " MUNDANEUM 
INSTITUTE THE HAGUE": Marie 
Reidemeister, putting material together 
and making the ' transformations ' ; Gert 
Arntz and Erwin Bernath designing the 
signs and making the pictures ; Josef 
Scheer printing, colouring, and helping 
generally. From the very start josef 
Frank has been our regular expert on the 
building and organization of museums. 

The pictures gi,·en here as examples are 
very small and in black and red on ly. The 
selection of these ISOTYPE pictures had 
to be made with these limiting condition. 
in mind. However, these examples will 
give an idea of the effect which is possible 
with pictures of greater size using a 
wider range of colours, and of the sort of 
help Utey give in making clear complex 
rcJations ln society and economics, in 
biology, the engineering sciences, and a 
number of other fields. 

Miss Rcidcmcister gave much help in 
putting together Ute material in this 
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book, and Miss L. W. Lockhart gave 
special attention to tlte language side. For 
the kind offer to get out a book on inter
national picture language I am in debt to 
Mr. C. K. Ogden and The Orthological 
Institute. 

OTTO NEURATH, 

iNTERNATIONAl. FOUNDATION 

FOR THE PROMOTION OF 

VISUAL EDUCATION, 

'}137, Obrechtslraat, 
Tl~ Hagrte, Holla11d. 
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THE QUESTION OF AN 

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 

The desire for an international language 
is an old one, and it is more than ever in 
men's minds at this time of international 
connections in business and science. But 
' dcbabclization ' is a very hard and 
complex work. The attempt to make one 
international language has given us a 
parcel of new languages. The best way 
out seems to be the usc of instruments 
which are, or have become, international. 
For this reason this book is in Basic 
English, because this international lan
guage is part of an old language in general 
use. 

The question of an international lan
guage has now become important. There 
are a number of signs pointing to a great 
development of international organization 
in the near future-though we are living 
in a time of warring interests and broken 
connections. Any work done on the 
question of international languages
with a view to making a word language, or 
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a helping picture language-will give 
support to international developments 
generally. An international language has 
to take into account international needs, 
and at the same time it has to be as 
simple as possible. 

Every language is complex-even 1he 
simplest. Its store of words and its rules 
make it possible to put a statement into 
other words or one group of statements in 
the place of another. The words 'h~re ' 
and ' now' may be used in talk, but in a 
book time and place are not common to 
the writer and the reader, so the book has 
to give the points of time and place in 
their relation to our general system of 
time and place. Statements are more or 
less cle.1.r·cut ; the words used in business 
and talk are not as complete as they 
might be ; when persons are face to face 
it is enough to give an idea of what is in 
one's mind if one's hearers are conscious 
what the question is. That is the same 
even with the language of science. The 
name of the book makes clear its range, 
and the range makes clear the sense of the 
words. 

All this is true not only of our normal 
language, and the special instruments of 
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business and science, but, with special 
changes, of picture languages, as inter· 
national instruments specially designed 
for education and advertisement. The 
' words ' and 'statements ' of the picture 
language-signs and their order- are not 
the s..1.me in pictures in a book as they are 
in pictures 011 walls. A SP'~ial organization 
is necessary to make clear certain relations 
between them with the smallest possible 
number of words. Such adjustments to 
special purpose:-; ha\'c to be made in any 
language. 

To be good at a language more is needed 
than a knowledge of the words and of the 
rules : the sense of a word and of a group 
of words is different under different con· 
ditions. It is an art to get the full effect 
from the words. In the same way it is 
an art to get the full effect from pictures. 
To make a picture is a more responsible 
work than to make a statement, because 
[>ictures make a greater effect and ha,·e a 
longer existence. Every ISOTYPE picture 
is like a part of a great picture book or 
encyclopaedia, because all of them have 
to go together. This is necessary e,·cn 
with the p ictures for boys and girls. The 
word language of boys and girls is not a 
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special langu~e but it is not complete. 
In the same sense the ISOTYPE language 
for a lower form of education is a part of 
the ISOTYPE langu~c as a complete 
system in itself. 

There are simple picture languages in 
which no other sorts of signs arc used. 

'What we have to do with here, however, 
is a picture language which is not able to 
give the story by ,itself, bul only with the 
help of the words of a normal language. 

• 
Where to put your boxes 

Where to get your box~s 
f'TCTURR 1 
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• 

ISOTYPE 

AS A HELPING LANGUAGE 

In the Far East we sec 011e language for 
writing, but a great number of languages 
for talking, We have made 011e inter
nationa~ picture langu~e (as a helping 
language) into which statements may 
be put from all the normal languages of 
the earth. We have given it U1e name 
'ISOTYPE.' 

A picture language of this sort is 
frequently very important and of great 
usc. A man coming into a strange country 
witi1out a knowledge of the language is 
uncertain where to get his ticket at tile 
station or the harbour, where to put his 
boxes (see Picture I), how to make use of 
the telephone in tile telephone box (see 
Picture 2) ,where to go in the post office 
(sec Picture 3). But if he sees pictures by 
the side of the strange words, they will 
put him on the right way. Signs might 
give the same sort of help in ' statistics ' 
(making comparisons between amounts) . 
The books of this science are full of numbers 
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-the international signs of the language 
of mathematics-and words are only used 
to give their sense. But we are not able to 
get anything from them if we have no 
knowledge of the Jangua&e used. A sign 
nt the top of a list of numbers (see Picture 
4) makes us almost independent of the 
knowledge of the language, because 
pictures, whose details are clear to every
body, arc free from the limits of language: 
they arc international. WORDS MAKE 
OIVISIOK, PICTURES liAKE COX
NECTIO~. 

Education by pictures in harmony with 
the ISOTYPE system, advertisement by 
ISOTY PE signs, will do much to give the 
different nations a common outlook. If 
the schools give teaching through the eye 
in harmony with this international picture 
language, they will be servants of a 
common education all over the earth, and 
will give a new impulse to all other 
questions of international education. 

The ISOTYPE picture language is not a 
sign-for-sign parallel of n word language. 
1L is a language which may be put into 
words in very different ways. The units 
uf the picture Janguag~ have different 
"''"cs when they are in different positions. 
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ll is not possible to give a word for every 
part of such a picture or a statement for 
every group of parts. The parallel in a 
nonnal laogua&e of a complete 'language 
picture • is a complex group of state
ment< , and an account in words of what is 
in a group of language pictures would 
make a book. The sense of every part of 
th< se pictures is dependent on the sense of 
the complete picture and on its relation to 
the other parts of the picture. Like words 
they l1rc ust:d again and again to make 
qui te d ifferent s ta tements. 

Reading a picture language is like 
making observations with the eye in 
everyday experience : what we may say 
about a language picture is very like what 
we may ..ay about other things seen by 
the eye. For example : the man has two 
legs ; the picture-sign has two legs; but 
the word·sign 'man' has not two legs. 

But the uses of a picture language are 
much more limited than those of normal 
language.. It bas no qualities for the 
purpose or exchanging views, or giving 
signs of feeling, orders, etc. It is not in 
competition with the normal languages; 
it is a help il"idc its narrow limits. But in 
rhe same way as Basic English is an 
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education in clear tho\JI:lht-b«ause the 
use of statements without .cn!l<l is forced 
upon us Jess by Basic than by the normal 
languages, which are full of words without 
!'Cnsc (for science)-so thP pku11·e language 
is an education in clear thought- by reason 
of its limits. 

EDUCATION BY TilE EYE 

Teaching through the eye is today 
becoming more and more important. 
Its de,·elopment is going forward in a 
number of ways, and it is only a question 
of lime before a complete system will be 
rart of our general educatic111. Th~ g~ncral 

public is conscious of lhc n.:c<l rur education 
by the eye--the great tll111lbc.•r uf pictures 
like TSOTYPE pictur<.'5 in different 
countries (used, though they are, without 
relation to the system) are a sign of that. 

Our experience is that the effect of 
pictures is frequently greater than the 
effect of words, specially at the first stage 
of getting new knowledge. The number of 
pictures which come before ewrybody's 
eyes in newspapers, in motion pictures. in 
the street advertisements, is getting 
greater and greater, and today it is most 
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necessary for the schools to take note of 
this fact, if the effect of the streets is not 
to be greater than that of the school. The 
schools, like all old organizations, are 
rooted in the past, and the general 
teaching tendency is the outcome of the 
old opinion that pictures are only for men 
without knowledge of reading and writing, 
and not for men of good education. Even 
today there is still much of this feeling 
against pictures, which arc said to make 
a book seem less serious, but in com· 
petition with it is the new feeling that today 
the eye is all-importan t. 

The schools are starting to make usc of 
pictures, but only in the less in1portant 
connections. The full usc of the rules of 
the ISOTYPEsystcm will make a complete 
change in our ways of teaching. New 
fields of knowledge will be open for teaching 
in schools. The history of nations and 
groups (see Picture 5), the organization of 
goods, suddenly become clear when put 
before the eye in good teaching-pictures. 
The fu·st suggestion gives the Ieamer the 
guide to deeper knowledge and to scicnce, 
without the danger which is so frequent 
in education by words: that of taking 
note only of details and seeing nothing of 
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the general view. If the general view is 
given by teaching-pictures, it will be kept 
in mind. 

The first need lor teaching by pictures 
is to give the teacher good teaching 
material. Teaching by the eye is much 
more dependent on good teaching material, 
and much Jess dependent on the powers 
of the teacher than other forms of 
teaching. The better the teaching mat
erial is, the less teaching experience is 
necessary, which makes possible a higher 
general level of education. A small 
number of organizations, or even one 
common organization, will be able to give 
us all the teaching material needed and to 
see that it is ol the best quality, but where 
are we to get thousands and thousands of 
good teachers ? The teaching system 
which has the greatest value is not the 
one which in the hands of good teachers 
gets the learners furthest, but that which 
makes it possible lor the least able teachers 
to do good work. 

Frequently it is very hard to say in 
words what is clear s traight away to the 
eye. It is unnecessary to say in words 
what we are able to make clear by pictures. 
And on the other hand, it is frequently 
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hard to make a picture of a simple 
statement. Education bas to put the two 
together, and a system of education has 
to see which language is best for which 
purposes. 

There will be need in the education 
system of the future for a system of 
teaching by pictures. Here it is-the first 
and so far the only system of making 
teaching-pictures. 

THE CHIEF POINTS 

OF THE ISOTYPE SYSTEM 

A picture which makes good use of the 
system gives all the important facts in 
the s ta tement it is picturing. At the first 
look you see the most important points, 
at t he second, the less important points, 
at the third, the details , at the fourth, 
nothing more-if you see more. the 
teaching-picture is bad. 

A good teacher is able to keep out all 
unneces.sary details. For the selection. a 
clear sense of the needs of education is 
important. and a good teaching-picture 
may only be produced with the help of a 
good teacher. The value of teaching by 
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pictures is that facts are put before the 
mind in a simple, straightfonvard way and 
are kept in memory. A good teacher is 
conscious that only a certain amount of 
knowledge will be kept in mind. So he 
puts into his p icture only what is necessary. 
He is of the opinion that a simple picture 
kept in the memory is better than any 
number of complex ones which have gone 
out of it. 

Sometimes a comparison is made 
betwe<'Jl education by pictures and busi· 
ness advertisement by pictures. This 
comparison has its limits. Every business 
advertisement is in competition with 
every other and necessarily has a ten· 
dency to put all other such pictures out 
of the memory of the onlooker. Attempts 
to get general advertisement units are 
against the purposes of advertisement and 
will never come to anything. Every 
advertisement has to be different from all 
ot~rs. Not so the teaching-pictures. One 
ha~ to be like another so far as it gives the 
same details. and to be different from 
another only so far as the s tory it gives is 
different. All pictures are part of a unit : 
they are using the same language. Signs 
of the same language are put together in 

28 

harmony with the same rules. This is the 
reason why long experience and special 
training is needed for the process of 
putting the material given by science into 
teaching-pictures. 

The man of science has to make clear· 
cut statements on which other clear-eut 
statements in different branches of science 
may be based. The picture-maker has to 
be guided by the rules of education through 
the eye and to make a selection of material 
whi<:h will give a certait< leaching effect, 
but it is not his purpose to give a full 
account of all the facts. The outcome of 
this is that a number of experts in science 
are not supporters of this system, and are 
even of the opinion that it is a danger to 
the rules of their science. But the needs 
of education are of a different sort from 
those of science, and they have to be 
worked out by men with a special 
outlook and training. 

Sometimes fact-pictures have to put 
details clearly before the eye. Which 
details to put in, which to keep out, is a 
hard question and one which is not to be 
answered generally but only in relation to 
special examples. We will say more about 
this later. 
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A specially important part in the 
ISOTYPE system as it is at present used 
is taken by the pictures giving' statistics' 
or the relation between amounts of 
different things-' amount pictures,' or 
' number-fact pictures.' To most men the 
reading of long lines of numbers is a 
great trouble- they put down a book 
when they see it has in it numbers or 
curves. But pictures are an attraction. 
This fact gh·es the ISOTYPE system a 
special va lue for all sorts of educat ion. 

It is not necessary lor every reader of 
ISOTYPE pictures to ha\'e a complete 
knowledge of all the rules of the lSOTYPE 
system, because without being conscious of 
the reason he gets the effect of the pictures. 
It is the same with the reading of a good 
play or a well-balanced bit of writing-
there is no need to have a knowledge of 
the art used in producing such effects to 
get pleasure from it. We may even say 
that almost no knowledge a t all is neces
sary of the' words· of the pict ure language 
-the signs-or of the rules for talking 
this language-the system. 

On the other hand, for writing this 
language much more is necessary than the 
reading of a book about the system. The 
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work has to be done by a group of ex
perienced persons acting together : men of 
science, the teacher (the ' transformator '), 
and men with a knowledge of designing, 
colouring, printing, pasting, etc. 

THE SIGNS 

In building up such a language great 
care has to be taken to see that as much as 
possible may be said with the help of the 
smallest number of words. That is to say, 
for our picture language one general list 
of a limited number of signs is needed for 
international use, and this has to be 
worked out by or under the control of one 
chief organizatitm. (This organization is 
now the ISOTYPE work-rooms at the 
Hague). On this international Jist, giving 
all the necessary rules about forms and 
colours, international picture education 
and advertisement will be based. 

The signs have to be clear in themselves, 
without the help of words as far as possible 
-that is, ' living signs.' They have to 
be different from one another. so that there 
will be no doubt of their right name, 
when they are seen again. They have to 
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be so simple that they may be put in 
Lines like Letters. The signs have to be 
of such a form that the on-looker will not 
get tirerl of seeing lines of the same sign. 
The sign ' man ' has not to give the 
idea of a special person with the name 
XY, but to he representative of the 
animal (man~ (see Picture 6) . A picture
sign for the word-sign ' men ' is different 
from a picture of some ll\en. In the first 
we give a group-sign ' men,' (Picture 6) 
made by putting together a number of 
signs for 'man;' in the second it may be 
necessary to give a. picture of a number of 
different men, small , tall and so on. 
Sometimes, for example in teaching 
l.tistory, it may be necessary to give the 
picture of a special person in a teaching
picture- that is not at all out of harmony 
with the rules of picture language. 

Most of the signs may be used not only 
in lines but as separate designs. An 
example of this is the sign for ' servant' 
(sec Pictures 7. 8, 9). lt is used: I, on the 
directions f<>r making use of the bell. 2, in 
a picture of a lilt, 3, as a unit in an 
a1nount-picture. 

The sign for ' automobile ' is the same 
in a p icture teaching care on the road as 
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Bells for the dillerent sorts of servants 

Bell for 
the 
waiter 

hell for 
tho room
servant 

bell for 
the 
porter 

0 

0 

0 
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l$otypc picture of a lift in a hotel {detail) 
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Growth in Number of Servants 

1925 

1930 

1935 
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in an amount-picture. You will see here a 
new suggestion of the Mundaneum In
stitute, to be used on roads at tile points 
where the rule to keep to the right is 
changed into the rule to keep to the left, 
and the other way round (sec Pictures 10 
and IJ). Frequently this change is not at 
the line of division between two countries, 
and if the directions are only given in 
words and the chauffeur has no knowledge 
of the language used, bad smashes may 
be caused. The idea is to put the directions: 
" Go slowly and get over on to the other 
~'de of the road " on three-angled boards 
at some distance from the point of the 
change. Then at that point put up a square 
board. wlilch will be clear not only for 
automobiles but for persons on foot who 
have no training in road signs. It is 
important to have the signs for ' auto
mobile front • and 'automobile back' 
very different from one another, because 
only in this way will the direction of the 
automobile be c!C<'\fly seen at the first look. 
The automobile back bas been made as 
dark as possible, the front much lighter. 
The sign for' automobile front • is the unit 
for the amount picture of t11c numbers .of 
automobiles in existence (sec Picture 12). 
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Placing of the road signa 
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Science gives us accowtts of old picture 
languages in general usc, for example, in 
the first stages of the development of 
society. The signs used are frequently not 
very clear to us today, but they were 
clear when and where they were used. We 
arc not able to take over the old signs as 
they are. Adjustments have to be made in 
relation to the forms of today and tomorrow 
before it is possible for them to come into 
general use. Giving a sign its ftxed form 
for international usc, possibly for a great 
number of years, is responsible work. 
The signs have to be li ke good letters. 
It will not do to take the taste of the 
present day as our only guide ; we have to 

Automobilos of the Eorth .... ,.ii 
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take into arronnt the experience of 
history. The picture-writing of old Egypt 
and pictures of hghts on old military 
maps (see Pictur~ 37) arc of much help in 
building up a sy~tem of signs. The 
ISOTYP E list of signs, put together in the 
last 10 years, is based equally on the 
experience of th~ past and on present 
forms. If we were not in a position to 
make use of past experience, it might be 
a very long time before our store of signs 
was complete. 

The colours do not give as much 
t rouble as the forms. The use of colours in 
pictures, not only to give natural effects, 
but a~ signs for special qualities or 
feelings. has hc.en common from earliest 
times. In teaching-pictures the colours 
a re a <:reat ltolp to the eye in keeping 
together different divisions. in a common 
group. For example: metal industry: 
red ; clothing industry: blue ; wood in· 
dnstry: greru ; and so : 
iron industry, machine industry : different 

signs in red. 
cloth industry, dress making : different 

signs in blue. 
cutting up wood, wood work : different 

signs in green. 
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If a Ui ~trihution of :-.nth 1gni is made on 
a map i t is a gn·al hdp h> ~rc• Kroups in 
colours \lh,·n looking at it lor the first 
timr. 

S0mt·timt·.; tht> tc 1lotn s .trf' Jh C'\'~""·Lr~· tf> 

make clt·ar th:n ~it:u:.nf th(' Mm~ fonn have 
a diff<n'nt S<'n«.•. l·vr example : the 
picture nf "' Dt \ t.'1opmtut <•f tht" trun 
produced o1<. the earth " \\ i11 he marlt> up 
of si.:ns for iron "hi<h are completely like 
one another. ll at the sam~ timr the 
devd<>pmt·fit of t~' iron produced in 
rliffcrent Ct•unme<~ ha.' to be S<'\'11, the 
... igns have to be in ditlt"''ent colours. a.c:; . 

l>lue for l" c; .\ .. l'l'<l for Great llntain, 
hlark for f .t·rm:tn\'. and~ un. 

Tht> ruit·.;. fnr ec.tlour~ <lrL' fl4't ... o fh, ,f 
as the nah:~ ll)r fc~rm.. Tht·rt :t.r•• only 
seven Ctllnur~ fnr lbt• HI I~( rr \"PI·: 
pictures whitt!, bluu,~o:ru•n , \d lt m, ani. 
brown, black : and oni)' "'""" nl them 
may have a further di\'b:i, •n (J.' into • 
light blue, dark blue, li~hl ~1\'Cfl, uark 
green , light red, dark r.·d, li~ht brown. 
clark bmwn). or h(• n1ixt·cl w1th o tlu.•rs, 
as whit e• ami black lu make gn•y, 1d lmv 
anti red t•' make orn.u~e etc. E1•c•n thi• 
<;maH numhcr o f colour~ m.Ly not all be 
used in the same way : un whit(.· paper all 

-~~ 

To the water 

not for «.lrinking fm drinkm~ warm ...,ater 

PICTURE 13 
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white signs have to have a black line round 
them, and so do most of the yellow signs. 
The colours blue, green, red are almost 
of tbe same weight and so are used most 
frequently with black, grey, and some
times with brown. 

There are certainly maps or pictures with 
a great number of different shades. But 
the teacher has to make use of as small a 
number as possible, because most persons 
have not a delicate colour-sense, and 
because the teaching ellect of shades of 
colours is small. The colours have to be 
so different that there will be no doubt in 
t11e mind of the on-looker which colour he 
has before him when )le sees it separately. 

A drci~ion about colours which is made 
for a group of pictures has to be supported 
by all the group. But in another group 
the order of colours may have to be 
changed- because of the small number of 
colours at hand. II the pictures are to be 
printed, the range of selection is frequently 
even smaller. For printing purposes one 
may be limited to only two colours, and 
the colour will then be nothing more than 
a guide to the more important thing
but even then the ISOTYPE picture· 
maker will keep as near as possible to his 
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colour rules. If, for example, he bas to 
give a picture of cold and warm water, 
he will make the warm water red (red is 
warm, power, industry ... ) and the cold 
water blue. If there is only black and red, 
he will make the warm water red and the 
cold bla.ck (see Picture 13). H there is 
only black, he has to make the two of 
them black, and this is the reason why the 
signs for wann and cold water have 
further to be different in dc>ign. One of 
the important rules lor the designer is 
that it is necessary to be able to see the 
sense of an ISOTYPE picture from its 
camera copy in black and white. Where it is 
impossible to say something of the form 
only, and at the same time impossible to 
give colours, the effect has to be got by 
shades of black, small lines or points 
covering the plane like a colour. The 
selection of such lines, curves, and points 
has to be made in such a way that the eye 
will readily see that the designs are 
different from one another even when it 
sees them se[><'lrately. 

Pictures 14 and 15 give examples of 
changing from five colours to two or one. 
But Picture 14-though not making use 
of the special man-signs of Picture 15, 
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!C'<·ond line-would be clear in black, 
bccau"' the hats of the man·<igns are 
diffen·nt in form. \\'hen thb picture i:> in 
fh·e C<>lour<. these do not give the effect of 
the tn1e culours of the skin: they are much 
more different than the natural co1ours. 
Tht•y nr•' the simple colours which have the 
s.•unr nnme as tne group or "'"" of which 
tlwy an• the representa tive. Jr thorc are 
only black and n....t for print-:.- lu•rc-the 
red man will be red and the black blark, 
the white will have a black tine in place of 
the ,;rcy line used in a picture with more 
mlours, and the yellow and brown will 
1.- chnngt·d into light n'<l and lif!ht black. 

rh(_•re is a certain gl•Jwral fct~ling about 
the <t'n!*' of the colour<. Not on ly is hope 
grc•t•n, lov~ red. f'tr thl':'.t' facts arc not vcrv 
lmporLLnt in teaching-but thcrr will be 
;_l ~n'.tl nv•·a.·mrt· uf aL:rccnwn t :1.hout the 
rolvurs n·prc·.;;c,·nt•ltin• n( ~uch J.:r'uups a.., 
fannm.; in~llbtry. busin<.~~. and transport. 
1f tlu: ~ruul~ ar- to bt• m.arkt·d off fn,m 
the rl'St l·annm!.! will l)t• l(~n. indu ... try 
1 c1. lm-iw ...... and tran..,porl him•, other 
•;mHp!>o t...'Tt'Y· ln acldition, the "i,!{n for 
l -HIIIIIII.{ \\ 1lllx' a ntr\Ttl kna{t•. f t •r inc lu~try 
a tcHithPcl wlwcl . f••r bn ,ifh·~:o\ anc l lrHcl;;port 
,,·.tl• (.;.c._·t· Pictun· Hi}. 
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If rolour> have to be gi,·cn to the thr"' 
tages of dewlopmrnt ol <ociety-the 

• arlicst •tage, the -ngt• of a high dcvdop
nwnt of handwork, the $lagc of tnachin•· 
"nrk, they will l>t• grcL'U £or tlll' lirst, 
hluc for U1t~ second, rt1d for the last. Green 
i' wood, grass. field, young, carl)·. Hed i> 
iuUustry, machinf', mt·tal, wann, pr~sl'nt. 
l1igher .;.tage of devdopment Wo;.)rkn 
Blue j.,. in the middh:. '11a !JCU {(lr a 
country is ftcqurntly n tlag, n em~ <>f the 
col•lUrs of the flag. (,reat Britain is reo. 
U.S.A. blue, Germam· bl.1rk, Fr,UJc~ blue, 
unrl so on . 

PUTTING SIGNS TOGRTHI>R 

Then· is a sign fur 'shOt• • (a .hoc), and 
thtrc b a sign for a work; (a buddin~ with 
a p~at ;moke-outlel). By joinin~ the~' 
t \\ o word!!= to m.3.k~ the llt.."\\ '" ord • slJ()(·
\\Ltrki' we get thC\\Ord f\Jr a \\Ork' in which 
sh<><"> arc produCC<I. D1e pi··ture of <urh 
a wc•rk ... ln tht> l~OTYPL-: picture lau,;uat:c 
i"' tht. building witlt th• ~f\',lt ~nlOkt'· 
outlet, with a shO<' on it [(it is dt·:o;irnl to 
~ay " "hoes producrd in a work~ (hy 
marhinc) " and " o.,Jui('S )lrt'l(lnr •,J hy 
handwork," the Ra~c.· l.tugna~e ·in>-:-> 
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' machine-made shoe ' and ' hand-made
shoe ' (see Picture 17). On the ISOTYPE 
picture the signs will be in two groups 
and at the top of one group will be the 
sign for 'produced by machine' ,and at the 
top of the other group a sign for hand· 
work. Or the division might be made by 
colours, and the sense of the colours 
would be given in a clear way by making 
the signs for machine and handwork in 
their special colour, and placing them 
well. 

There is a sign for ' worker ' and a 
sign for ' coal.' If it is necessary for a 
worker in the coal industry to be marked 
off from other workers, the sign for 
coal will be put on his chest. The man is 
the thing and the coal is his quality. The 
man is the root idea and the coal the 
addition. On the other hand, the coal may 
be the root idea and the man the addition, 
for example if we are talking about coal 
produced by handwork and coal produced 
by machines (see P icture 18). Then we 
will make the decision to put the man and 
the machine outside the coal. Such 
signs outside t he root picture to which they 
are an addition are named 'guide-pictures.' 
' Guide-pictures ' are used for example in 
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Picture 5, giVing an idea. of the different 
times and of the facts in connection with 
the different living conditions, making it 
clear that in our day it is possible to 
have more men li ''ing on the same 
space. The iron-making apparatus at the 
top of Picture 30 makes dear only that 
we have to do here with the amount of 
iron prod flail. On Picture 33 a comparison 
is made between the automobiles produced 
in America and in Europe. There are 
guide-pictures of America and Europe, 
making us more independent of the words. 

The system of connection between 
signs in word languages and picture ian· 
guages is not at all paralleL fn a picture 
language there i< no sign for the word 
' loot;' and lor word groups like " foot 
of a man," " foot of a mountain,• 
" loot of a table" there are simple signs 
of a wry different sort. Generally, the 
lout of a man will not be important in a 
langu"'(e picture and the statements 
giving an accoun t u! the picture will not 
make u!'C of the word ' foot .' But some
times special attention will be given to 
the foot, lor example if the s ta tement : 
Take care not to have a smash, your fool 
may get broken, and so on . .. has to be 
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put into a picture. Another example is 
when the form of the leg is the key point 
of the picture. The baby with the straight 
legs is the healthy baby, the baby with the 
bent legs is the one who is ill (see Picture 
19). 'Go to the medica.l man if your baby 
has Rachitis ; he will give you help in 
making it healthy.' 

The picture language has frequently to 
make different signs for tl1ings at rest and 
things in motion, for example : grain 
produced here for use here, grain going to 
other countries, grain coming from other 
countries. The three signs of the ISO
TYPE language are : grain by itself, 
grain on a small ship, grain ()n a small 
sh ip done in outline, not in lull colours 
(~r Picture 20). 

If the sign 'coffee· is by il<;elf, its sense 
is coffee and nothing more, but if the sign 
' coffee ' by itself is at tl1c •ide of coffee on 
a ship, coffee in outline on a ship in outline, 
coftcc with a flame, coffee with a line round 
it, these five signs are repre!!entative of: 
coffee produced here for usc here, coffee 
produced here to be sent to other countries, 
coffee coming from other countries and 
used here, coffee for destruction, cofiee in 
store (Picture 20). These are the divisions 
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of the coffee business today. Picture 21 
gives this story : 

Most of the coffee is produced in South 
America, but a third part of it is for 
destruction. A ,·cry small part is for use 
in South America itself. The rest goes to 
other countries. Canada and tbe U.S.A. 
together arc n•ing as much as Europe and 
the Soviet Union together. The amount of 
coffee in store is almost as great as the 
produce of one year, but this year the 
store is getting a little smaller : certain 
amounts arc being sent away (signs of 
•tored coffee on a ship). 

Flames are not at all times the sign for 
destruction. Coal with a flame is coal used. 
or h•at produced by coal, in comparison 
with heat produced by oil and working 
power produced from water power (Picture 
20). Such changes are the same as ";th 
certain words in the word language : the 
•pring of a watch is not the same as the 
spring which comes after the winter. 

Ships used wiU1 other signs make the 
statement only that tltings are moved, and 
do not say anything about the direction in 
which they go. If the direction itself is im· 
portant, or if the s tarting-point a nd the 
end-point have to be noted, this direction 
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or these places have to be designed in 
addition, for example by lines on a map 
joining the two parts of the earth (sec 
Picture 22). If it is important to see 
which of the ways across the earth are used 
more frequently and which less, the 
number of line' of connection may be in 
relation to that. Ships forming an addition 
to the chief sign, representative of 
' move,' will be seen only at the second 
look. If ships themselves arc the chief 
signs, they have to be designed in a 
different way, so that they will be seen at 
the ftrst look (sec Picture 23). 

Signs are generally put together on a 
plane, and sometimes, in addition, as 
bodies in the room. The writing or talking 
language is only of ' one expansion·
the sounds come one after the other in 
time, the word-signs generally come one 
after the other on paper, as for example 
the telegram signs on a long, narrow band 
of paper. The s•unc is true in books-one 
word over another in the line under it has 
no effect on the sense. But there are 
Janguag(:S of .. two expansions," for 
example, pltrt of the language of chemistry, 
giving the structure of COilnections in the 
smallest unit of substance. But languages 
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of one and two • expansions ' are not very 
di.fleren I from one another ; they may be 
made paraUcl in the same way as the point. 
of any number of ' e~-pansions ' may be 
put into relation to the points of a limited 
line. Some of the picture languages in 
e"istence are of one expansion, they arc 
made up of long lines of srnaU signs, put 
together in rolls. Another sort of picture 
language, such as the ISOTYPE system, 
makes usc of the connection of parts not 
in one direction only, but in two, and the 
effect is a lang11age picture. 

The purpose of tcaching·picturcs is to 
have an effect on the mind. The dis
trihutiun of ~ign~ and colour~ O\·cr tht' 
plane of the pictur~ has to be made in 
such a wa,· rhat th~ attention is guiU~o.-d 
to certain puints which ha,·e to be lookrd 
at fir>~. That is like the selection of wonb 
in a di(CU"-'ion or in a book, like tlac 
weight put on words in talking orin reading. 
If a word is printed w i d e r you will give 
it more attention, as when one word is 
~aid louder than another. Special notes 
would be necessary to gh·e an account of 
other shades of feeling, other shades of 
rhythm, a better idea of the distribution of 
weight in statement~ or worrls. Such 
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rules of rhythm are not generally a part of 
education, which is nom1ally limited to 
words and the right connections between 
them. But some languages (like Dutch) 
give rhythm to the writing language by 
putting the sign · over a word. Pos•ibly 
the Dutch give more attention to questions 
of rhythm in schools. The ISOTYPE 
language, as a helping language for 
teaching purposes, bas to give attention 
to questions of rhythm before everything 
at the very start. 

The order of signs seen by the eye has to 
be in relation to the best order for keeping 
in memory marks in the mind. That is 
what every decision in the invention of a 
teaching-picture is based on. At the same 
time every other picture which has been 
put before the public has to be kept in 
mind. All pictures together make one 
unit, and it is important for the reader 
not to be troubled in any way if he is 
conscious of all the marks which teaching
pictures have made on his memory. 

Our fact pictures have to give as small 
an amount of detail as possible. ln this 
they arc the opposite of a natural picture 
and specially of a camera picture. Every 
ISO TYPE picture has to make use only 
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of such details as are necessary for an 
account in the language of science. It is 
certainly not necessary for a fact picture 
to be poor in details, but all details have 
to have teaching-value. Every part of 
the language-picture has its limited sense. 
In other words : with a limited number of 
statements in the language of science it is 
possible to give the clear story of the 
fact picture. Only the opinions formed .in 
the learner, the connections he makes with 
his present knowledge, are outside the 
teaching tendency and may be a surprise 
to the teacher. 

GROUPING PICTURES 
WITH OTHER THINGS 

It is not the same thing to make a 
teaching book on a special branch of 
knowledge as to make an encyclopaedia 
from which the reader makes a selection 
himself. The ISOTYPE picture language 
would he of use as a helping language in an 
international encyclopaedia of common 
knowledge. Such an encyclopaedia will 
he the work of our time. A number of 
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pictures which ha\'e been worked out may 
be part of such an encylopaedia ir. 
pictures. 

In putting together a special selection 
of pictures for certain teaching purpo56, 
one has to be guided by the same rules of 
wise selection as in putting together signs 
for a teaching picture. It would be an 
error to put a number of pictures before the 
eye which were as uninteresting ns the 
statements they take the place of. Pictures, 
being parts of one group, have to be as 
different from one another as possible so 
that the\' will not get mixed up in the 
memory. 

It is a special work to gi,·e to e,·ery 
picture a new note. It is against the rules 
to make cha1J8es without any reason. 
El'CI)' change has, in addition, to say 
something. It is important for teaching· 
picture. to be the cause of a strong 
reaction. Every picture has to gi''e a new 
impulse to attention, to conscious thought, 
to a dellire for deeper knowledge. Interest 
ha~ to be the guide between one picture 
and another. But it is possible to overdo 
thing~. " Less is more." The teaching 
effect will be greater, the memory will 
be clearer, when only a small number of 
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good pictures ha.' been given, C\'Cry onr 
different from the oth<•r and at the same 
time every one supporting the other. 

From this account 11 will be cl<·arly 
seen what are the ISOTYPI~ rull" for 
putting things on ,;cw, in ~Jl'"Cial buil<hngs, 
museums, etc. It i• nc-cessar~· lor the 
public to be guided through a mu>eum in 
the same way as the cyC'I art! gLmlcd 
through the signs and worcl< ul vue [Jictl11, .. 

Everything which is pul on vipw h:.L~ lv 
be given order like the different part~ ol a 
book. It is not ncces~ary for an TSOTVI'E 
muscwn to have nothing but lSOT\'PE 
pictures: no, ISOTYPE rules may be 
made usc ol in natural history mu..,ums 
and in museums giving the hi,tory of 
society. in mus.t!ums of ..-.ci,•nCf' and 
industry. in museum~ of art 'md in 
museum~ of hygiene, etc. In the «><icty of 
the future all these different "'ils of 
museum "ill be part• ol one ~real 
teaching organi1.ation E\'rrything which 
is put on view in a museum has to be 
given a tt•aching purpoS('. r\ t prc.en t, 
experts in special science;. put things 
together for a museum-<lVCI')'OOdy ha< 
been into a natural hi~tory museum an<l 
seen the thousand• nncl thousands nl 
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birds and other animals which are there 
grouped under one roof. Every expert is 
pleased to have a great number of examples 
and details. But museums are not for 
experts, they are for the public. At 
present there are no representatives of the 
general public to take care of the interests 
of the men who come to sec and to get 
some knowledge. ISOTYPE rules are the 
rules for respecting the interests of the 
public (in a picture. in a museum, or in all 
museums together). 

\'l'hat will an ISOTYPE museum of 
natural history be like? Certainly it will 
have in it a number of birds, fishes, and so 
on. But some account will be given of their 
living conditions, and other facts about 
them, such as their distribution over the 
earth, and their relations to man and 
society will be made clear. An ISOTYPE 
museum of natural history will have in it 
not only animals and plants, but maps, 
number-fact pictures, examples of things 
made from different animals and plants, 
their part in our existence, and so on. 
So such a museum would be like a great 
ISOTYPE picture made up of natural 
things. The things have to be not separate, 
but in some relation to one another and 
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in some relation to the experience and the 
knowledge of every onlooker. So the new 
knowledge wiU come into its right place. 

An ISOTYPE museum has to give the 
chance to everyone to make his selection 
himself. In a great museum there has to 
be a wide field for selection. It is impor
tant to make this clear to everybody by 
the order of things, by the system of 
the building. For example, if someone 
has an interest in ' whales ' (the greatest 
sea-animals), it will be important for him 
to see quickly what their special place in 
the museum is, and to have a key to 
everything in connection with whales : 
substances for lighting, for leather-making, 
for medical purposes. and soap-making, 
supports made of whalebone, where 
their living-place is, the number put to 
death every year, where and how whale
fishing is done, which countries take part 
in this trade, etc. 

Such ISOTYPE museums are quite 
different from the museums of yesterday. 
The idea has come down to us from the 
past , when rulers or churches got together 
works of art and strange things which 
were the property of one person only. 
that museums have to put on view 
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separate things of special value or 
attraction, things of which there is only 
one in existence. But !SOTYPE museums 
might be copied everywhere without any 
Joss of value. Their value is their teaching 
value. 

Even from the outside the ISOTYPt: 
musewns will be different from the 
museums of yesterday. They will be 
nothing but a simple CO\'er for simple 
teaching-material. Not only has the order 
of rooms to be in harmony with the order 
of the things on view, but it has to be 
readily changed on the addition of new 
groups of things ; for this reason it is 
important to make adjustments of the 
building possible by having floors and 
walls which may be moved. space for 
new rooms, etc. The designing of an 
ISOTYPE museum will be special work 
needing a house designer and an ISOTYPE 
expert. What will i t be like? The fi rst 
ISOTYPE museum in existence will gh·e 
the answer to this question. So far it 
has existence only in the minds of a small 
number of persons. 

The GESELLSCHAFl'S-t;XD WIRT
SCHAFTSMUSEUM IN \VIE~ (1925-
1934) was not in a special building, but 
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as far as possible it was in harmony with 
the ISOTYPE rules. In great rooms there 
were a number of thin walls of wood put 
together by a sort of hooks. In this way 
it was possible to make smaller rooms of 
different size which might be changed 
whenever necessary. On the walls there 
were two rails of wood at such a distance 
from one another that pictures a certain 
number of centimetres high might be 
put on and taken off without any other 
apparatus. The normal size of a picture 
was 126 em X 126 em (4 feet X 4 feet), and 
the middle-point of a picture was about 
!50 em (5 feet) higher than the floor, that 
is the position of the eye of a normal 
upright person. Smaller pictures were put 
together in groups so that every group was 
126 em high (see Picture 24). 90 em (about 
3 feet) of wall-space under every picture 
was kept clear, so that a table with appar
atus, some books or other things on view 
might be placed there. Being conscious of 
the fact that the working man has time to 
see a museum only at night, the GESELL
SCIIAFTS- UNO WIRTSCHAFTS
MUSEUM was open at night. The lights 
were so placed that the brightest rays 
came on the pictures. There were branches 
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of the museum in different parts of the 
town. One room in the business part of 
the town, with pictures and special 
apparatus for testing the public, was open 
aU through the day. It was seen by 2000 
persons every day, some using it as a sort 
of waiting-room, and others going there 
for some minutes every day for knowledge 
and amusement. Sometimes groups of 
pictures were sent round to other towns, 
together with such moving walls. Taking 
everything into account, the GESELL
SCHAFTS- UNO WIRTSCHAFTS
MUSEUM IN WIEN was a museum 
measnring itself by man's measure and 
basing its work on the needs of the man in 
the street. 

SOME SPECIAL RULES 

FOR NUMBER-FACT PICTURES 

A group of fact pictures to whlch 
special attention has been given are the 
number-fact pictures. The flfSt rule for 
number-fact pictures is : A sign is re
presentative of a certain amount of things ; 
a greater number of signs is representative 
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of a greater amount of things. Everyone 
is conscious of the value of this system in 
comparison with the old system of making 
the signs themselves greater or smaller 
(see Picture 25). All of us have seen in 
old and new books those pictures in which 
a tall man is placed by the side of a small 
one. The signs are sometimes represent· 
ative of the number of men living in 
different countries. But it is not clear 
what sort of comparison is to be made by 
the eye. Have we to see only how high 
they are. or have we to see in addition 
how wide the signs are? Or have we to 
be conscious that the signs are represent· 
alive of bodies, and is the comparison to 
be made between the weight of the two 
men ? These questiollS get no answer from 
the picture. The designer of the example 
was conscious of this fact : he put in the 
numbers in addition I 

These old pictures are not able to make 
it clear that all greater amounts are made 
by the addition of smaller amounts, and 
they give no idea what will come out 
if we take a smaller amount from a 
greater one. These old p ictures are not 
able to give a clear idea of the effect of a 
chango in the number of births and 
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Men getting manied in Germany 
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deaths. The lsotype system of picture
making is able to do that (see Picture 31). 

The unit of which one sign is re
presentath·e has to be a round number. 
Care has to be taken to get the right 
number of signs on a picture. In the 
picture •• Men li,·ing on the Earth", the 
unit is 100 million men. There are about 
20 signs. The order of signs has to be made 
in such a way that some simple statement 
which is a help to the memory will be 
clear. The statement on which the 
stntcture of the picture " Men living on 
the Earth " (see Picture I 4) has been 
based is : a third part of the men are 
white, a third part yellow, all other 
groups are smaller. This will be the 
statement made clear at the first look, 
because there arc three lines of signs. A 
second look will make the statement 
somewhat sharper. An important con
dition lor the effect of this picture is the 
small number of second-level didsions. 
The ISOTYPE system generally makes 
not more than 5 or 6 such didsions. 

II the change in the numbers in a 
society lor example, or the automobiles 
produced in certain years, are under 
discussion lor an amount picture, the 
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process will be this : I, the selection of the 
years which will make clear the curve of 
development ; 2, the selection of the unit, 
which will be as great as possible but 
small enough to give the rough general 
cun·e of development clearly. and will, 
at the same time. be right for teaching 
purposes ; :~. the selection of divisions. 

Example : list of numbers, clear design, 
ISOTYPE picture of the number of men 
getting married in Germany (Pictures 26 
and 27). 

Some general rules for the structure of a 
language picture are : Generally. the 
direction of the eye has to be from the 
top left side to the foot of the right side, 
as with books. This rule may be broken 
only where there are special teaching 
needs. 

An amount picture in harmony with 
the ISOTYPE system, gi,;ng the develop
ment of some amount in a fixed time, will 
have this stn1cture : 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

It is not in harmony with the ISOTYPE 
rules to make a change in this structure 
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without very good cause, for example in 
this way : 

4. 
3. 
2. 
I. 

or in this way: 

I. 2. 3. 4. 
and so on. This last form will only be 
necessary sometimes : for those amounts 
the units of which have to be over one 
another and not side by side : the record 
of how high airplanes are able to go (see 
Picture 28), how high the level of water 
has been, and so on. In most examples it is 
better if one unit is put at the side of the 
other: men, animals, trees, grain, auto
mobiles, and so on. For some examples the 
order is not important : iron, rubber, 
books. and so on. For these examples the 
general rule of the ISOTYPE system has 
its value. 

If the comparison is not between the 
amounts at different times, but between 
the amounts in different countries, there 
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will sometimes be a distribution of signs 
on a geography map. Even if it is better 
to ha\'r no map, the memory of the 
1113p has to be r"'!pecled. The positions of 
the countrie. has to be the same as on the 
map in general use. The map of the earth 
wbicb is in use in Europe has America at 
the left side and Asia at the right, so the 
order of the 6 great divisions of the earth 
on the ISOTYPE pictures is this: 

CAKA I)A , 

u.s.A. 

MIDDLE AND 

SOUTH 

AW.biUCA 

I!U!WPE 

AFRICA, 

SOUTH ASIA, 

AUSTRAUA 

(See Pictures 21 , 22) 

SOVTR:T 

UN IO:'\ 

FAR EAST 

or, if they havt to be in one line : 
CANADA and U.S.A., liiDDLE and SoUTH 
AWERJCA, Euaor£, A FaiCA and SoUTH ASLA 
and AUSTRALIA, SOVIET UNION, FAR EAST. 

In the same way. a position for all the 
countries has been fixed by the ISOTYPE 
system. 

Very frequently, but quite against the 
rules of the ISOTYPE system, amount 
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Pig Iron Produced 
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pictures put the amounts in order of 
size. All these pictures seem to be a 
statement of the same thing: a falling 
amount. The order of the names is almost 
the most important part of the picture. 
What has the greatest effect on tl1e eye 
in the bad example is of no value for 
learn in~. 

If the order of countries is lixed, the 
curve is dependent on the thing under 
discussion. It is not hard to keep in 
memory the fixed order of countries. 
What has the greatest effect on the eye, 
the curve, is most important for learning. 
Every sort of thing which has a distri
bution over the earth, has such a curve, 
which is its special mark, its ' face.' Here 
is an example in the form of a test-question: 
the plaees 1., 2., 3. . . . are the 6 great 
divisions of the earth, Canada and U.S.A., 
Middle and South America, and so on. A, 
B, C, Dare materials produced for making 
cloth. The distribution is : 

1.1AAAAAA CC 

2.
1
A 

3. BB 

4.AA 
S.A 
6.A 

What arc A, B, C, D ? 

DDDDDDDDDD 

It is not hard to see: A is cotton, B linen, 
C chemically produced silk, D natural 
silk (see Picture 29). 

A number of rules are necessary if there 
is not only one sort of thing, but two or 
more different sorts of things in some 
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relation to one another. Some examples : 
Iron produced in U.S.A. and other countries 

1900 ccuooooo 
1913 Ut:Ut:Ut:OOOOOOOOOO 
1920 Ut:CUUUUOOOOO 

The change' will be made much clearer in 
this way: 

1900 t:UU 00000 
1913 uuucuc 0000000000 
!920 UUUUt:UU 00000 

(See Picture 30). 
Bi1 tits and deaths. Here it is impmlanl 

to see hy how rnuch one amount i.;; gr<'att•r 
than the other. 
1. BBBBBBB 

DO ODD 
2. RBBBBB 

ODDDOOOO 

3. BBBBB 
00000 

I , more blfths than deaths: greater 
number of men ; 

2, more deaths than births: smaller number 
of men; 

:1, the samr number of births and deaths: 
n<> change in the number of men. There 
arc less l>irths in 3, than in J, and the same 
mnn iX'r of deaths, and so on (see P icture 
:u, ami, fo1· comparison, Picture 36). 
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Men living on a unit of space. This is 
clear from the distribution of signs, 
without doing a division: 

L . ._· ·._ 

1- J 
The more persons are massed together, 
the more signs there are on the unit of 
space. TI1at is for the eye almoo;t as 
simple as the comparison of the men by 
themsclve>; (see Pictures 32 and 5). 

Picture 32 makes a division between 
towns of the U.S.A. and England on the 
one side, and towns of oUter countries in 
Europe on the other side, hecan•o these 
two groups have different forms of housing. 
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The picture examples of this book give 
an idea of some other rules of distribution. 
In Picture 33 not only is one able to see 
the relation between the number of 
automobiles produced in a year and the 
number of men working in the automobile 
industry, but it is clear from the very first 
lt1ok that one American worker makes 
much more than the European worker in 
tht• same time. One of the most important 
rc·asons is the new adjustment of the 
automobile·producing plants in Amf'rica ; 
lhat i:> why a band moving over rollers 
1""' hcen designed in connection with the 
American workers. This is a good example 
of I he u:;c of the two directions of measur· 
ing in a fact picture. 

AMOUNT PICTURES IN THE 
LANGUAGE OF GEOMETRY 

A..; au instrument of discussion, frequent 
U'-'4' i ... mad<• of simple signs-points, lines 
• \U4 I ... o on, which are not part of the 
'I' '"' of signs. Such pictures arc not 
lt·.ll'hinfl piclures, but only self-teaching 
pu hn (·~: llu:y give no memory-material. 

' "' 1 "" ly an itlca of relations. But this 
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way of putting facts before the eye may 
equally be of good or of bad quality, and 
may be in harmony with the ISOTYPE 
rules or against them. We have to be 
guided here, in addition, by the general 
rules for putting signs together. This sort 
of design is of great value in the ex
change of thought and discussions of 
theori<'.s, bcca.usc even men who are 
experts in a special science frequently see 
much mort: clearly what the question is if 
the material under discussion is put 
before them in this way. 

All designs which make use of separate, 
equal signs may be in complete hannony 
with the ISOT\'l?E rules. All dc'Signs 
making use of forms which are put 
togcthCI' in equal units may be in complete 
harmony with the ISOTYPE rules. Four
sided forms which are equal in one 
expansion and different only in the second 
~xpansion (sec Picture 26) arc a lmost 
parallel to a certain sort of ISOT YPE 
picture . 

The eye is able lo makC' a com.parison 
between runount:; of sign:-;, and it is able 
to see how much longer o ne line is than 
a nother, as for example : three times a.' 
long .. . and so on. 
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But the eye is completely unable to 
make a comparison between planes in 
such a sharp way. The only decision it is 
able to make is : this plane is greater than 
that. But how much greater? This 
question will gel no answer !rom the eye 
by itself. 

That is the reason why the square and 
the circle will have no place in th~ ISO
TYPE system. The square is frequently 
used in books of geography, specially il 
the question is the size ol planes, for 
example the size of countries. It is true 
that we see at one look that one country 
is greater than another. But it is im
possible to see what number of times one 
country is greater than another, the 
addition ol which countries makes a 
country the same size as which other 
country, and so on. If the rules of the 
ISOTYPE system are taken as the g11ide, 
all thi• will be clear. Every plane will be 
made up of units of t11e same size and 
form (lour-sided forms, possibly squares, 
but that is not necessary), and by reason 
of these units any L'Omparison of sizes 
will be possible. "But," the man ol science 
will say in support of his system, "our 
squares give the relation between sizes 
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mor~ clearly, t he numbcts have not to be 
made into round numbers as in thP 
ISOTYPE ·~'Stem." Yes, that is true, 
but nobody is able to see that. It will 
ht· n<'CCS>al')' to take a measure and to 
,..,. how long the side of the square is, 
if it i"' a, this has to be taken a times. 
th.tt " the right size of tbe plane. 
But what is this hard work for
lht· work of the designer and of the 
t11l lt•ukl'r? \\'hy not give the number 
itS<•If? Such squares have no tcaching
'l'"'lily :It all-ecrtainly no teacher has 
mack this poor in\'cntion. Without a 
d.,ubC it con1cs from a person who is not 
.thlo• I" ~:<·t 1 he ' square ' of the square 
mil•·, ur •.quar~ metres out of his head. 

I ht• t·ump~Lrbon of circles is as hard for 

tho• •·r•· '"the comparison of squares (see 
l' t< tun· :11). l'nlike the square, howe,•er, 
till' nrdt· ha ... one attraction : the dh·ision 
h1 ""'" with the middle point of the 
• ndo• .h ,, llltding·point (see Picture 35). 
Ill· ,, nomp.mson of the angles formed in 
1111 w.t\' the n•latiuns of the parts may be 
·•·•·u Hut wf1al i£ lhc question is to make 

a n omp:ui-.ou of two such angles and the 
pl.uw . l •dw~·~·n them in two different 
• u•lc·, .,( ~ liJlt•wnt :-:.izc:? Take a smaller 
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S'jvaus 
One is ooJy able to uy: 

2 is greater than 1 
D 11 greater than A 

C~rt:kt 

One ~ only abl~ to aay : 
2 is gn:at.er tJum 1 
A is '/10 of I 
n is'/to of 2 

Four-sitkd forms pul 
togttlwr from unii.J 

Ooe i!t now able to &.'\y: 
2 is twice a.s great as 1 
A u •;, of t 
B i't 1/ 1 nf 2 
A t' •J, of n 

Gro.,ps of -''~' 
One Uli able to ~~ay : 

Group 2 is twice aa great M group 1 
Nutnber uf nu·n is 1/. of 1 

(number of women 1J. of I) 
Numlx't' nf men'~ 1/ 1 of 2 

(1\umber of women •;, o f 2) 
Number uf men in I i~ '/, of number of men 

Ul :l 
X\llnbt'l' of wo men in I is tft o f tl lHXlber of 

womt•n in :l 
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circle with a greater angle and a greater 
circle with a smaller angle-frequently 
you arc not able to sec which of the two 
planes covered by th• angles is the 
greater. But tha t is sometimes important. 
For example : a comparison is made 
between two countries and their di\'ision 
into woods, grassland, fields, and unfcrtile 
land. The countries are of different sizes
the circles arc of different sizes. The 
rl'lation of parts is different-the a.ngks are 
olilfercnt. Butifthequestionis: where are 
there more fields, the answer will not 
cwce""arily be gh·en by the design without 
""lll' maU1ematics. This design is not a 
I(OOd picture of the number material. 

In addition, circles, like squares, are 
m·n'""rily separate. They may not be 
""'tl fnr covering a plane. They will 
tU'\'('r give the effect of parts of a unit. 
Tht•rt• a re pictur~ of the nations of the 
~ ·;trlh. in which every nation is a circle. 
\ ~rt·al number of unequal circles-a 
1 ~em hit• for the eye, which doe.;; not see 
clc·.crly why there are such a number. 
l ..,n't um· of them unnecessary? Are they 
.dl tfU'H' ? 

llw complete comparison of these 
lctllll!l i~ llHtdc• cll•nr in Picture 35. 

9!l 

Another sort of geometry design which 
is specially valued is the curve. It is 
used for the statement of changes in 
amounts or degrees in time : curves of 
beat, changes in the number of men 
living in a town, change!' in the amounts 
produc('d in some industry. Th<' c~;rves 

put the changes clearly before the eye. 
They may rnakc rough :;tatcment:'i ancl 
they may make clear-cut ~tatement:;

they rnay be looked at as gi\'ing a general 
view or as making an addition of delicate 
details--they arc never a trnuhle to the 
eye. 

In the ISOTY PE system changes in 
amounts are picture$ of this sort : 

If we take away all signs-the only thing 
which makes ckar the material in questio.n 
-and make a mark where the end of the 
line of signs has b<:cn, and then make a 
connection between these points, we 
get the curve : 

~ 
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If we take into account not only 
the curve-line but the part of the 
plane which is between the curve and the 
straight lme of 0, it will be more like our 
ISOTYPE sy,;ttm. And if divisions are 
made on the plane at equal distances, it 
will be even more like, because now it will 
be possible to <ce the number of divisions. 
If we have " look at the curve in this 
rough way, there seems to be not hing 
wrong. 

Let ,,. have a lr10k with greater care. 
What the curve gives in addition to the 
ISOTYPE picture, i~ the points of the 
curve between these four marks which the 
curve has in common with the ISOTYPE 
picture. Sometimes these between-points 
have a po!>'lble sense-but sometimes they 
have no <;<·n~ at all. The curve of the 
numbers of some society bas a sense. 
Tbt numbers arc given for certain days of 
the year, which aft certain points on the 
time line. But there is a number for every 
day of the yt·ar, rven for every minute, 
and tl has M'n"<' I<> say : we may get 
narrower and narrower, till we get the 
true position--every curve designed is in 
some dcw-e~ reprrS('ntative of this true 
curve. It is like tlw curve (If heat which 
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may be given in detail by a certain 
apparatus. 

But what is to be said in approval of a 
curve of the iron produced every year ? Or 
of a curve of births and deaths and the 
number of men getting married every 
year (see Picture 36)? Is there an amount 
of iron produced in a year for every 
minute of the year? Certainly not. What 
possible sense have these between-points? 
If one gave much thought to this question 
one might get some sort of sense : the 
year's produce for every possible sort of 
year. not only our calendar year- but 
this is without reason and was certainly 
not in the mind of the designer of the 
curve. There is a way out for the designer 
of curves : separate points of the time 
line ba ve to be representative not of the 
years, but only of their start or end. ~o 
that limited equal parts of the line are 
representative of the years. In place of 
points the designer has to make small 
parallel lines to the t ime line and he will 
get a stepped curve in place of the other 
curve of bent lines (like Picture 26). This 
stepped curve has a certain sense lrom 
the point of view of mathematics. It has 
sense to say : we may get nearer and 
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nearer to the true development. If, for 
example. the amounts produced are given 
for half years, there will be two steps in 
place of one, and if the amounts arc given 
for the months, there will be 12 steps in 
place of one. Not the distance between 
time line and curve, but the plane between 
time line and cun·e is representative of the 
amounts produced. The distance is 
representative of the amounts produced 
in a unit of time, the mathematics expert 
will say. But this expert will see no sense 
in the first curve of hent lines between 
fixed points-it is nothing but a con· 
nection between separate points. Only 
these separate points have sense : the 
curve has no sense at a ll. Further, the 
curve of births and deaths-even if 
designed as a stepped curve- is not able 
to give such a clear and Jiving picture of 
births and deaths as the ISOTYPE 
picture (Picture 31). 

Every process, however simple. has to 
be in harmony with the rules of logic and 
mathematics. No proce:;s, however clear· 
cut, and however well based on science and 
delicate thought, will have any value for 
science or for education i£ it is not in 
harmony with the rules of this poor 
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logic and mathematics. Not only a person 
judging the value of the material for 
education will say : put the iron curve 
away. Anyone judging its value for 
science will say the same. 

It has never come to our knowledge 
that experts in mathematics or logic have 
come across such errors in the ISOTYPE 
system. This system does not take for 
its field the more complex part of science ; 
its field is only the teaching of the very 
first stage-but this work it does seriously 
and as well as those responsible for 
building it up have been able to make it. 

FROM DESIGNS IN STONE AND 
THE ORBIS PICTUS TO THE 

ISOTYPE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

The first designs of man are old designs 
on stone, in secret and dark places in 
hollows, or on great stone walls. It seems 
that these designs were a part of the 
process by which special powers were 
used to put animals to death (' magic '). 
We have the knowledge of old sign
languages in different countries, for 
example in America. and specially in 
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Egypt, where the pictures were named 
'hieroglyphs.' The hieroglyphs came 
from pictures, but they became represent
ative of the unit sounds of words. 

The present writing in China and 
Japan is a writing in signs, and every sign 
is representative of a thing or an idea, etc. 
and not of a word or of sounds. The. 
position of signs in a group, their form of 
connection, gives them a sense. \Vhen the 
same sign is put down more than once, the 
sense does not necessarily have to be 
given in more words. For example, signs 
for tree put together give the sign for wood. 
This comes very near to the ISOTYPE 
system. But the Chinese writing has to 
be able to put down all the words and 
statements of the language-this writing 
itself has to be a complete language, 
while the ISOTYPE language is only a 
helping language for those groups of 
statements which will be made clearer by 
pictures. This fact makes these two 
languages very different. (It is impossible 
for all Chinese signs to be clear straight 
away. They have been formed by reason
ing. and by hundreds of years of use). 

All these sign-languages have more in 
common than word languages. That 
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seems natural. They are based on our 
knowledge of th~ things themselves, 
putting weight on whate\·er seems im
portant. Ideas of what is important are 
not the same at all times or in all countrie<, 
and thi• fart makes the desi¢ns different. 
Sometimes the hfad of a man seems 
important, sometimes not ; sometimes 
e\·en the hands and the fmgers seem im· 
portnnt. Certainly the ISOTYPE signs 
are dc]J<!ndeut on their times like all these 
old sign-lnngung~s. Later times will see 
what their special qualities arc and what 
the condition$ were which made them. 

In present Europe the idea of picture 
~clucation ;, not more than 300 years old. 
Before that there was not very much 
nmneclion bctwetn words and pictures. 
fht• books and the thoughts of those times 
had little to do ";th experience, but were 
m the li<ld of religion and bad to do -..;tb 
c1u'""tions of rc:a:-.<ming. The pictures were 
nut hoL"'(.'tl vn ~itnr-e and gave their stof) 
of n•liJ..titm tfl :\wide public. In Jatcr times 
t It(• rd., t 1nn hrt ween words and pictures 
ht•t.mu~ fh.•:urr. in ('Onnection with the 
•lt·\·t•lolllllt·nt or s('icnce. 

Jlw 01 hi" Pi<: tus of Comcnius gives 
p11 1111, ""~ fur ,, ~o:r(•al number of ''"'ords and 

I Clli 

Old mlliU.ry picture 

Prc;nJRit 37 
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names in different languages. A start was 
made with those names which take a 
great part in religion-but after two or 
three pages there are only things of 
everyday experience, men living on the 
earth, working at machines, etc. The 
pictures of this Orbis Pictus are not at the 
same level as the new idea of their use-
their designer is not an authority for our 
designing like Comcnius for our teaching. 
There were a number of 'orbis pictus,' 
but in not one of them is there any idea 
of a common system for writer and 
designer. Frequently the delicate thought 
which has been given to the wriiing has 
not been given equally to the designing. 

The invention of printing in black and 
white gave a new impulse to every sort of 
writing and designing for a wide public. 
All the developments were independent of 
one another and went forward quite 
separately. One special branch of work 
was the making of pictures of military 
stations and of fights, in which the order 
of military units is designed in a way 
which is very like the ISOTYPE system 
(see Picture 37). These pictures were 
made for experts who had no training in 
the art of design, so they gave tnte and 
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clear-cut accounts which were at the 
same time simple for normal readers. Of 
the same sort were pictures of machines, 
of ships and carriages, of the first railways, 
etc. Some of them were very good teaching
pictures, giving a true and complex 
account. But there were no conscious 
rules of design. 

In the writings of Leibniz we come across 
the idea that picture-making is to be done 
with the help of science. His desire was to 
make an ( atlas universalis ' in con· 
noction with an encyclopaedia. The 
French encyclopaedia gave a great amount 
of material and a great number of pictures, 
but there was only a loose connection 
between them. In our clay Paul Otic! 
(Palais Mondial, Bruxelles) is taking a 
step further. His idea is the building of a 
'cite mondial ' for the organization of 
museums and the distribution of printed 
material and pictures. l-Ie made a start 
to get together picture material from all 
countries. He has the desire to get 
museums of a new sort started in all 
countries: MUNDA:-.!EUMS, that is, 
museums of man's development. The 
GESELLSCH/\FTS- UND WIRT
SCHAFTSMUSEUM IN WIEN with its 
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great picture book GESELLSCIIAFT 
U~D WIRTSCHAFT was ready to give 
help in this undertaking. The chief work 
of the Gesellschafts- und Wirtschafts
museum was the building up of a system of 
rules and signs. The MUNDAXEUM 
INSTITUTE THE HAGUE and the 
INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR 
VISUAL E.Dt:CATION took this work to 
a further stage, and are now in a position 
to make international picture books and 
get international museums and an inter
national teaching organization started. 
When all this will be possible, however, 
is dependent on the education ol public 
opinion ; the first conditions necessary 
for such developments are given by the 
outcome of the ISOTYPE work. 

At this time the idea of an international 
encyclopaedia is coming once more to the 
front. The ISOTYPE system and the 
encydopaedia are equally part of the 
work of the llundaneum Institute, and 
there scc•ns to be a very important 
parallel between them. The encyclopaedia 
will make use of one language for all 
sdcnccs. it puts out all feeling-all words 
for right and wrong-from the account of 
!Wirnce, it will have as little as possible to 
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do with any words or any signs which are 
not clear, it will make use of one picture 
language. The purpose of this new 
encyclopaedia, which is only an addition to 
other encyclopaedias, is to give all men a 
common s tarting-point of knowledge, to 
make one united science, forming a 
conneetion between the special sciences 
and putting together the work of different 
nation<, to gi\'e simple and clear accounts 
of e\'erytbing as a solid base for our 
thoughts and our acts, and to make us 
fully conscious of condition< in which we 
art living. This encyclopaedia will be 
all the lime in the process of growth. like 
society, science, and language themseh·es. 
What the science of reasoning has done to 
make possible such a uniting of the 
sciences and to give one word language to 
all the special sciences. the ISOTYPE 
system has done to make pos.•ible one 
language ol picture. which will gi\'e the 
s:~me sort ol help to the eye for all the 
special S<'icnces and for pcr'lOn< of all 
nations. 
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SOME VIEWS ON ISOTYPE 

Dr. H. vo" Brackm, when he was 
teacher of psychology in a German high· 
school, made tests with the ISOTYPE 
book "GESELLSCHAFT UND WIRT
SCHAFT," with the help of a young 
university man. He made the discovery 
that two and a half times as much is 
kept in the memory with the help of 
ISOTYPE pictures as when other pictures 
are used. 

Dr. Goransso>J, chief of the Statistics 
Office in Goteborg, Sweden, after having 
made a journey to get new inventions and 
wider experienc-e for his work : " The 
most interesting developments in the art 
of making picture statistics are to be seen 
at the GESELLSCHAFTs· UND WIRT
SCHAI"TSMUSEUM IN WIEN. Its 
system is giving us a completely new way 
of puting before the general public 
statistics, and specially the science of 
relations.'' 

Willy Haas, a judge of books ("Lite
rarische Welt," 12. 12. 1930): The 
greatest S\lrprise for me this year was 
possibly the " bildstatistische Elementar
werk des GESELLSCHAFTS· UNO 
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WIRTSCHAFTSMUSEUMS IN WIEX " 
with the name " GESELLSCHAFT mm 
WIRTSCHAFT." There is a secret in it. 
These Viennese had a feeling for the 
connections between play and learning. 
How does a man get knowledge? Nobody 
is able to say. A baby gets twenty times 
more knowledge in his first five years 
than a normal person from 30 to 80. 
Probably theon.ly way ofleaming is through 
play. That is to say, at the base of every 
learning process there is some sort of 
playing with a thing, a regular but at all 
times elastic, free operation with a thing-· 
tll.is carefree behaviour does not come 
naturally in later years, and that is what 
makes learning so slow and hard then. 

I first got an idea of how strange the 
mind's operations are in learning when 
I took the old Basedow in my hands. 
It made me say to myself straight 
away : Yes, that certainly is a good way 
to put before young persons the facts as 
they are, so that they will get them into 
their head~. There is enough free invention 
in it and enough fixed system ; it is so 
pleasing and so serious, giving desire for 
knowledge and knowledge itself, that one 
does not take one's eyes off it before 
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getting it by heart. I had the same 
feeling with this book of statistics, and 
whenever I take a look at it, I am conscious 
of the strange attraction of these coloured 
signs. The book is not cheap-but if you 
have the desire to make a 20-30 years old 
man who is interested in present-day 
questions happy for a number of long 
winter nights-give him this. 

A T eachu : Every picture may be the 
interesting point of long and fertile 
discussions in a school group. 

Anolher Teacher: Even slow groups of 
learners came awake and had a surprising 
amount to say when the pictures were 
put before them with some words to make 
them clear. The boys themselves made 
statements which would never have 
come into their heads if only numbers or 
only words had been put before them. 

A Leamer (having seen the museum) : I 
never would have gone into this museum 
or had a look at these pictures if the 
pictures themselves had not made me do 
so. The thoughts of the onlooker come 
into motion automatically. When you see 
before you a sign or a picture without any 
account of what it is about, you have the 
desire to see the point ; and you see it, as 
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you never will with dead numbers and 
letters. 

A Sclzool-Gro11j> {a teacher's account) : 
" Oh, good, we get something again from 
the coloured book." Men, coloured signs 
on them. "We saw them before. It is the 
same unit, every one 100 million men." To 
see again these men they bad in memory 
seems to be pleasing to them. " But what 
are the signs on them ' " One of the boys 
says: "It is clear to everybody, those 
with a red wheel have machines." "But 
the blue hammer ? " They are reading : 
old fonn of art and learning, handwork, 
farming. " What is that? " " They may 
not be so far in de\•elopment." There is 
something more, green archer's in
strument. Long discussions on these three 
forms of lh·ing. in connection with stories 
they have a memory of. What these forms 
are, where they are in existence ... "Are 
not parts of such old forms <till here with 
us? E"en the first stage' Getting in 
berries and other fruits and plants from 
the wood ... " 
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